






















General Soft Supersymmetry Breaking
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We consider the most general class possible of soft supersymmetry breaking terms
that can be added to the MSSM, with and without R-parity violation, consistent with the
sole requirement that no quadratic divergences are induced. We renormalise the resulting
theory through one loop and give an example of how a previously ignored term might
affect the sparticle spectrum.
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The minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) consists of a supersymmetric
extension of the standard model, with the addition of a number of dimension 2 and di-
mension 3 supersymmetry-breaking mass and interaction terms. It is well known that the
MSSM is not, in fact, the most general renormalisable field theory consistent with the
requirements of gauge invariance and naturalness; the unbroken theory is augmented by
a discrete symmetry (R-parity) to forbid a set of baryon-number and lepton-number vio-
lating interactions, and the supersymmetry-breaking sector omits both R-parity violating
soft terms and a set of “non-standard” (NS) soft breaking terms. There is a large litera-
ture on the effect of R-parity violation; a recent analysis (with “standard” soft-breaking
terms) and references appears in Ref. [1]; for earlier relevant work see in particular [2]. The
need to consider NS terms in a model–independent analysis was stressed in Ref. [3]; for a
discussion of the NS terms both in general and in the MSSM context see Ref. [4], [5], and
for model-building applications see for example Ref. [6]. For application of NS R-parity
violating terms to leptogenesis, see Ref. [7], and for a review of general soft breaking see
Ref. [8].
In this paper we describe the renormalisation of the most general possible softly-
broken version of the MSSM incorporating both RPV and NS terms. It is interesting that,
as we shall see, with the generalisation to the RPV case the connection between the NS
terms and cubic scalar interactions involving supersymmetric mass terms is not universal.
The unbroken N = 1 theory is defined by the superpotential
















In these equations, generation (i, j · · ·), SU2(a, b · · ·), and SU3(α, β · · ·) indices are con-














We omit possible mass terms H1H2 and LH2 because, as we shall see, the consequent
terms in the Lagrangian will be included as a special case of our general structure.






















































Thus L1···4 correspond to SRPC, SRPV, NSRPC and NSRPV respectively, where
SRPC ≡ Standard R-parity Conserving etc. All the scalar terms in Eq. (5) were first






















2, m22 = µ





















then the theory becomes supersymmetric, with mass and interaction terms corresponding
to the inclusion in Eqs. (2), (3) of the terms µH1H2 and κLH2 respectively. (We have
assumed for simplicity that µ is real). This limiting case provides a useful check for our
results. We have separated the soft terms into Eqs. (6), (7) because those appearing in
the latter do not contribute to the β-functions for those appearing in the former. Note
that, as we indicated earlier, we have two interactions (R3,4) which cannot be generated
by supersymmetric mass terms. These interactions violate L,B respectively; thus we may
expect their phenomenological consequences to be comparable to hE,D and hU respectively.
In Ref. [4] we gave the general results for the one-loop soft β-functions incorporating NS
soft terms, and corresponding results for the MSSM in the RPC case. Here we generalise
the latter results to include RPV, and take the opportunity to correct some errors in
Ref. [4].
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The various one-loop anomalous dimensions were given in, for example, Ref. [1]; we




























ikm(ΛD)jkm + 2(ΛU )






mi(Yu)mj + (ΛU )





ij(Ye)ij − 2CH ,
γH2 = 3(Yu)





































































































































































































jm(ΛU )mkl + 2(R9)
il(Yd)


























ij + 2Rkl5 (Ye)kl(Ye)
ij
− 6Rkl7 (ΛD)lmk(ΛE)





























































































































































































































































iml(ΛU )jkl + 4(hu)
















































lm(Yd)lj + (ΛU )















































ki(hd)kj + (hU )































































































































































































































































































































































































































S arises as a renormalisation of the Fayet-Iliopoulos D-term. It is one-loop RG invariant
in the absence of NS terms, and is then small at all relevant scales if it is zero at gauge
unification; however this RG invariance no longer holds in the presence of NS terms[9].
For the φφ-type terms:
βm2
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and for the ψψ terms:









In the supersymmetric limit described in Eqs. (6),(7), Eqs. (14) become the β-functions for
the corresponding supersymmetric mass terms. As indicated earlier, this limit gives a useful
check on all our results. A further check is provided by the fact that, as often discussed
in the literature (for example Refs. [1],[2],[8]) in the presence of general R-parity violation
the distinction between the lepton doublets Li and the Higgs doublet H1 is artificial. This
means that by, for example, “promoting” m2L to be a 4 × 4 matrix, we can extract from
Eq. (11d) the results for both βm2
1
(Eq. (11f)) and βm2
R
(Eq. (11h)). In general our results
reduce to and agree with those of Ref. [1] when all NS terms are removed, up to very minor
typos.
In the unbroken theory, the simplified case is often considered when each dimension-
less coupling matrix is assumed to have only one non-zero entry: (Yu)
33 = λt, (Yd)
33 =
λb, (Ye)
33 = λτ , (ΛE)






(see for example Ref. [10] for an
analysis of the associated infrared fixed point structure, and Ref. [11] for a more general
discussion). This is evidently phenomenologically sensible for Yu,d,e, but is less obviously
justifiable for ΛE,D,U . Moreover this set of couplings is not closed under renormalisation
[12]; at one loop a minimal set that is would also include (Ye)
23 and (ΛD)
323.
In the R-parity conserving case when ΛE,D,U = 0 the single generation approximation
does close under renormalisation and is naturally extended to the soft breaking case by
setting (R9)
33 = r9 = m9λt, (R7)
33 = r7 = −m7λb and (R5)
33 = r5 = −m5λτ , the signs
being chosen so that the supersymmetric fixed point corresponds to m4 = m5 = m7 = m9














t )m5 + 6m7λ
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b + (4m9 − 8m4)CH . (15d)
Eqs. (15a, b) above agree with Eq. (3.5) of Ref. [4], but Eqs. (15c, d) differ. The error made
in Ref. [4] was neglecting possible minus signs associated with SU2 contractions involving
8
ǫab (in the RPV case one must be similarly careful with regard to the SU3 tensor ǫ
αβγ).
The analysis of the fixed point m4 = m5 = m7 = m9 given in section 4 of Ref. [4] is









 8CH − 6λ2b 6λ2b 02λ2τ 8CH − 2λ2τ − 2λ2t −2λ2t





which has eigenvalues 8CH , 8CH +Λ1,2 where Λ1,2 are the roots of the quadratic












b = 0. (17)
Near the quasi-infra-red fixed point (QIRFP) for λt, λt(MZ) ≈ 1.1 (corresponding to
tanβ ≈ 1.7), we can neglect λb and λτ , and it is easy to see that our fixed point is stable.
In the trinification region such that λt(MU ) ≈ λb(MU ) ≈ λτ (MU ) ≈ 0.6, the eigenvalues
of S are all positive at unification but 8CH + Λ1,2 are both negative at MZ . Thus in this
case we would expect substantial deviation from the supersymmetric limit for m4,···9.
Returning to the NSRPV terms, as an example of their possible effect we will in-
vestigate the effect of a nonzero (R4)
33
3
= r4 only; thus for this exercise we will assume
ΛU,D,E = 0 as well as all the other R-couplings, so that baryon number is violated but not
lepton number. The R4 interactions are similar to ΛU in violating baryon number by one
unit; but of course R4 involves only sparticles and so we could expect the upper limit on
any particular component to be less severe than the limit on a corresponding component
of ΛU . For interactions other than (ΛU )121 and (ΛU )131 these limits are not very strict in
any case [13]; so if we assume no flavour mixing then r4(MZ) could be as large as the susy
scale. Therefore even if direct detection of the interaction is difficult it will influence the
sparticle spectrum via Renormalisation Group evolution.








we may expect the
main effect to be on the 3rd generation squark masses. As an example of its effect, in
Figure 1 we plot the light stop mass against r4(MZ) for the SPS5 benchmark point[14].
The SPS5 point is characterised by the fact that one of the stop masses is rather light and
sensitive to small changes in input parameters such as the top quark mass. We use the one-
loop β function for r4, two loop β-functions for all other couplings and masses (including r4
only at one loop), and adjust input parameters according to the supersymmetric spectrum
in order to account for threshold corrections in the manner of Ref. [15]. Our two-loop
result for the light stop mass at r4(MZ) = 0 is now 257GeV, a change from that reported
9
in Ref. [16], due to use of the exact rather than the approximate form of the stop mass
matrix from Ref. [15]. We see that as r4(MZ) approaches 0.5TeV (corresponding to a value
at gauge unification r4 ≈ 0.3TeV) the light stop mass varies quite significantly.





















Figure 1: The light stop mass (in TeV) as a function of r4(MZ) (also
in TeV) for the SPS5 Benchmark Point
In conclusion: we have presented the one-loop renormalisation of the R-parity violating
extension of the MSSM with the most general possible set of soft breaking terms consistent
with naturalness. If the amount of flavour mixing is small then the effect of non-standard
soft R-parity violating terms on the sparticle spectrum might be considerable.
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